Setting Up and Using the Telescoping Legs
Initial Set Up
1. Begin by holding leg upright, with the row of holes towards
the bottom of the leg. Line up the snap button at the very bottom
with the row of holes, then start pulling the inner nested section
of the leg out, just about 6” at first.
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2. Find the hole located about 12” from the top of the leg and
keep pulling the bottom section out until the snap button clicks
into place; this is the “travel” position.
3. Slide StaBar Joints onto bottom section of legs, with the white arrow
pointing down. Refer to the illustration on page 8 for correct placement.
4. Slide feet onto the bottom of each leg, rotating until the snap
button on the leg snaps into the hole on the foot. Tighten the
thumbscrews on the feet – finger-tight only!
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At this point the leg assemblies are ready for transport or storage.
If space allows, there is no need to remove joints between shows.

Extending the Legs for Use
1. To extend the leg, hold upright on the floor and step on the footplate to
keep the bottom section in place. Lift the top section upwards until a snap
button pops out from the bottom section, just below the upper section. This
is the “rest-stop” position.
2. With the top section resting on the “rest-stop” button rotate sections
until a button pops out of the topmost of the row of holes. This is the
extended position, 7 ft. high. To increase the height of the leg depress the
button in the row of holes and extend to the desired height.
*At the minimum 7 ft height, you should have two snap buttons showing; one in
the topmost adjustment hole and one button in the bottom leg section.
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3. To collapse the leg, push in BOTH the “rest-stop” button and the snap button
in the row of holes. Rotate one section slightly to keep the snap button from
catching. Re-engage the “travel” button to secure for storage.

Leg Extenders for 8' or 9' wall-height canopies
Add Leg Extenders to the top of the telescoping legs. For the 8' height the extensions measure 15”
long, For the 9' height they measure 27” long.
*For ease of set-up, you may wish to insert the leg extenders into the canopy corner joints before
raising the top onto it's legs. When you lift the roof, you'll be inserting the legs into the extenders
rather than the corner joints.
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